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OCR (Oxford Cambridge and RSA) is a leading UK awarding body, providing a wide range of
qualifications to meet the needs of candidates of all ages and abilities. OCR qualifications
include AS/A Levels, Diplomas, GCSEs, Cambridge Nationals, Cambridge Technicals,
Functional Skills, Key Skills, Entry Level qualifications, NVQs and vocational qualifications in
areas such as IT, business, languages, teaching/training, administration and secretarial skills.
It is also responsible for developing new specifications to meet national requirements and the
needs of students and teachers. OCR is a not-for-profit organisation; any surplus made is
invested back into the establishment to help towards the development of qualifications and
support, which keep pace with the changing needs of today’s society.
This report on the examination provides information on the performance of candidates which it is
hoped will be useful to teachers in their preparation of candidates for future examinations. It is
intended to be constructive and informative and to promote better understanding of the
specification content, of the operation of the scheme of assessment and of the application of
assessment criteria.
Reports should be read in conjunction with the published question papers and mark schemes for
the examination.
OCR will not enter into any discussion or correspondence in connection with this report.
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Overview
Only three Centres chose to submit work for moderation, with a total entry of about 120
candidates. The centres presented work for Coursework units B952, B954 and Teacher
Assessed unit B958.
In all three cases, tasks were on the whole well thought-out and addressed the intentions and
objectives of the Units. The Teacher-assessed portfolio demonstrated a good range of activities.
There was evidence that candidates at all three centres were well aware of the expectations of
their course and were able to show their knowledge and understanding of the topics chosen.
Some re-thinking of task wording in some cases would help direct candidates towards
addressing the objectives. In unit B958 it is important to complete both stages of the task.
Many responses were well-written and made effective use of sources to support their answers,
although source evaluation was sometimes repetitive and conventional. There was no evidence,
on this entry, that centres were using the course as a sub-GCSE alternative for less able
candidates; indeed, nearly all the work seen was comparable with GCSE standards.
Work was clearly-presented, timely and helpfully annotated.
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